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1. INTRODUCTION 
If a finite group G is the Galois group of a regular extension of Q(x), 
then G occurs as a Galois group over every number field (by Hilbert’s 
irreducibility theorem). This is the basis of all recent work on the inverse 
problem of Galois theory. There are now a number of criteria available for 
realizing groups as Galois groups of regular extensions of Q(x), namely 
Thompson’s concept of rigidity [Th] and certain generalizations of it 
[Fr 1, FrVo 2, Ma]. However, these criteria apply only to groups with 
trivial center. Serre [Se] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for when 
a realization of a group G as Gal(L/K) can be “extended” to a realization 
of a central extension of G of degree 2. This criterion was applied in specific 
cases by several authors, especially to the non-split extensions of A, and S,. 
After partial results of Feit [Fe 11, Vila [V], and others, Mestre [Me] has 
recently shown that for each n 2 5, the (unique) non-split extension 2, of 
A,, of degree 2 is the Galois group of a regular extension of Q(x). In these 
applications of Serre’s criterion, one needs to find explicit polynomials 
defining the extension K/Q(x) (with Galois group G) in order to compute 
the obstruction to realizing the degree 2 central extension of G. 
We give another criterion which in particular applies to perfect central 
extensions H of a finite group G of arbitrary degree d: A regular Galois 
extension K/Q(x) with group G can be embedded in a regular Galois 
extension L/Q(x) with group H provided K has a Q-rational point, and the 
ramification indices of KQ/Q( x are all prime to d (see the corollary ) 
below). This criterion applies to the extensions K/Q(x) with group A, used 
by Mestre [Me], as one sees immediately from the polynomials defining 
this field extension. This yields a proof of Mestre’s result (realizing A”, as 
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group of a regular Galois extension of Q(x)) without having to compute 
Serre’s invariant. 
In the main theorem of this paper we give a more general version of the 
above criterion. We illustrate it with the example of the 3-fold and 6-fold 
covers of A, and A, (which have been studied by different methods in 
[Fe2], and recently by Mestre) and with the example of certain groups 
XL,(p). We realize them as Galois groups of regular extensions of k(x), for 
certain number fields k of degree < 4. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let H be a finite group, let C be a subgroup of the center of H, and let 
f: H + G be a surjective homomorphism with kernel C. We assume that the 
index [H :H’] is relatively prime to the order d of C (where H’ denotes the 
commutator subgroup of H). Then Cc H’, and f is “totally non-split,” i.e., 
no proper subgroup of H maps surjectively to G. 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, and k an algebraic closure of k. If K 
is a function field over k, then a place of K will mean a f-valued place that 
is the identity on k. 
THEOREM. Suppose G is the Galois group of a regular Galois extension 
K/k(x), such that the ramified places in this field extension all have ramtfica- 
tion index prime to d. Assume further that G has a subgroup U for which 
f - ‘(17) splits over C, and such that the fixedfield KO of U (in K) has a place 
pO with [k(p,) :k] prime to d. Then K can be embedded in a regular Galois 
extension L of k(x) with Galois group isomorphic to H. This isomorphism 
can be chosen such that it identifies f: H -+ G with the restriction map 
Gal(L/k(x)) + Gal(K/k(x)). 
Remark 1. The existence of pO is guaranteed, e.g., when there is a 
branch cycle (TE G of the extension kK/k(x) corresponding to a branch 
point p with [k(p):k] prime to d, such that CT has a unique orbit of length 
m on G/U, for some m > 1. For an application of this, see the examples in 
Section 3. 
The special case U = 1, k(p,) = k gives the following 
COROLLARY. Suppose G is the Galois group of a regular extension 
K/k(x), such that K has a k-rational place, and such that the ramcfication 
indices of K/k(x), are prime to d. Then K can be embedded in a regular 
Galois extension Ljk(x) with group H. 
The proof of the theorem will be given in the remainder of this section. 
From now on we assume that the hypotheses of the theorem are in force. 
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Set R=KQkk. Let x1 ,..., x,-i be the places of k(x) ramified in K, and 
choose another place x,, k-rational and different from xi, . . . . x,-i. Let M 
be the maximal algebraic extension of R(x) unramilied outside xi, . . . . x,. 
Then M is Galois over k(x), and setting G: = Gal(M/k(x)) we have the 
sequence 
9 -+ G -+ Gal(f/k). 
Thereby Gal(k/k) is canonically identified with Gal(f(x)/k(x)), and 
9: = Gal(M/k(x)) is a free prolinite group of rank r - 1. Moreover, 9 has 
generators F, , . . . . Fr subject only to the relation F,, . . . . F, = 1, such that for 
i=l , . ..r. Fi is a (topological) generator of the inertial group in F of a 
place of M lying over xi. Finally, for each y E G and 1 < id r, the element 
YFiY -’ is P-conjugate to a (topological) generator of the inertial group 
generated by some Fi; this j is such that the image of y in Gal(R/k) maps 
xi to xi (for all this, see, e.g., [Ma, Kap. I]). 
Identifying G = Gal(K/k(x)) canonically with Gal(K/ik(x)), we get the 
restriction homomorphism 4:9 + G. Set oi = &Fi) for i = 1, . . . . r. Then 
G= ((pi, . . . . 0,) and o1 ... (T, = 1. Furthermore, the order of 0, equals the 
ramification index of each place of K lying over xi. (So in particular, 
or = 1.) By hypothesis, this number is prime to the order of C. This implies 
that for i= 1, . . . . r - 1, there is a unique ri E H mapping to cri and having the 
same order as ci. Then c:=ri...r,-i~C. Set r,=c-‘. Then rl...rr=l, 
and so there is a (unique) continuous homomorphism 1,5 : 9 + H sending F, 
to ri. Clearly, 4 =fi. Thus the homomorphism $ is surjective, since f is 
totally non-splitting. 
The kernel @ of 4 is normal in G (since K is Galois over k(x)). Further- 
more: 
LEMMA 1. The kernel V of t,b is normal in G. 
Proof Take y E G. We want to show yVy ~ ’ = 9’“. Since R= KOk R, 
we have G/e z Gal(K/k(x)) = Gal(K/R(x)) x Gal(K/K) = G x Gal(K/K); 
hence, after replacing y by a suitable element of ~9, we may assume y acts 
trivially on S/e E G. Then we have cj(?Fi) = b(Fi) = oi for i= 1, . . . . r 
(where ‘Fi = yF,y ~ ‘). Thus $(‘Fi) is an element of H mapping to di E G. 
On the other hand, ?Fi is conjugate to an element in the closure of (F,) 
for somej, and this j has the property that the image of y in Gal(R/k) maps 
xi to xi (as mentioned above). Since the image of y in Gal(k/k) fixes x,, 
it permutes x1, . . . . x,- 1. Hence for each i= 1, . . . . r - 1 there is some 
jE { 1, . ..) r - 1 } such that $(YFi) is conjugate to an element of (ri). Thus 
with tj also $(yFi) is of order prime to ICI, and hence equals zi ( = the 
unique element of H of order prime to (Cl mapping to rri). Then 
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$(‘Fi) = ri= $(Fi) for all i= 1, . . . . r - 1, which means $(‘a) = $(a) for all 
a E 9. This implies ?Y = “Y-, as desired. 1 
Remark 2. In particular, we also get $(‘F,) = r, = c-i. But lc/(‘Fr) is 
conjugate II/( = c-~, where m is the value of the cyclotomic character 
on the image of y in Gal(k/k). For k = Q, it follows that c = c-i, i.e., c* = 1. 
This gives a group-theoretic restriction on the possible tuples (a,, . . . . cr- ,) 
of branch cycles for regular extensions of Q(x) with group G: Namely these 
branch cycles have to lift in a way to central extensions of G that is subject 
to the condition c* = 1 (under the condition that the orders of the di are 
prime to /Cl). 
LEMMA 2. Zf c( is an automorphism of H fixing C and inducing the 
identity in H/C, then a is the identity. 
Proof, The map H + C sending h to a(h)h -’ is a homomorphism, and 
hence factors through H/H’. But by hypothesis, the order of H/H’ is prime 
to the order of C; hence the above map is trivial. This proves the claim. 1 
By Lemma 1, the fixed field 1 of -lr is Galois over k(x), and 
2 := Gal(L/k(x)) E C/V”. We will identify H with the (normal) subgroup 
Gal(@(x)) z 9/V of 2, via the isomorphism induced by $. Also we 
identify G naturally with Gal(R/k(x)). Then f gets identified with the 
restriction map Gal(i;lk(x)) + Gal(E/k(x)). 
Set r= Gal(&IK) z Gal(k/k), and consider the group 
93 = Gal(&k(x)) = Gal(R/k(x)) x Gal(@K) = G x I- 
Through the above identifications, C becomes the kernel of the restriction 
map Y? + 99. Let r* be the inverse image of r in Y?. Then the conjugation 
action of r* on H induces the trivial action on H/CZ G (since r 
centralizes G). By Lemma 2 it follows that r* centralizes H. So X is the 
central product of H and r*, with H n r* = C. Thus it only remains to 
show that r* splits as n x C, with /i a closed subgroup of r*; because 
then H = H x A, and hence the fixed field L of ,4 is the desired regular 
Galois extension of k(x) with group H. 
Finally we make use of the given place pO of K, = Fix(U). First we 
consider the special case k(p,) = k. We identify p,, with its extension to a 
place of i&. We may assume that pO does not lie over x,. (We could have 
chosen x, from the beginning so that this holds.) Then we have: 
LEMMA 3. For each place q of L lying over pO, the stabilizer H, of q in 
H has order prime to the order of C. 
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Proof Either the place of a(x) over which q lies is unramified in 1 (in 
which case we have H, = 1 ), or this place is some xi with i < r, in which 
case we have H,z (ti) g (o,), of order prime to ICI. 1 
The places pi, . . . . p, of R lying over p,, are permuted by r (since pO comes 
from a k-rational place of K,); furthermore, the places pl, . . . . ps form a 
single orbit for the group U (since K,, = Fix(U)). Now consider a splitting 
f-‘(U)=I’xC ( w ic exists by hypothesis). Pick a place q1 of Z lying h’ h 
over pI. If two V-conjugates q and t of q1 lie over the same place of R then 
q = p(t) = u(t) for some p E C, u E V; thus pop ’ lies in H,, and hence has 
order prime to 1 Cl by Lemma 3. Since pv- ’ E C x I’, it follows that p also 
has order prime to 1 Cl ; hence p = 1 and t = q. Thus we have shown that we 
can enumerate the V-conjugates of q1 as ql, . . . . q8 with q1 lying over pz. 
It follows that the V-orbits of places of Z lying over pO are permuted 
sharply transitively by C. On the other hand, the full group r* permutes 
these V-orbits (since r* centralizes V, and r permutes pl, . . ..p.). Thus 
r* = C x /1, where n is the stabilizer in r* of one of these V-orbits. This 
gives the desired splitting of r* over C. 
Now we return to the general case. Where [k(p,):k] is any number 
prime to d. Set k, = k(p,), K, = KOk k,, and ri = Gal(@IK,) g Gal(/@,). 
By the above special case, the inverse image r: of ri in r* splits as 
r:=cxn,, with /i, a closed subgroup of r*. Since [r*:r:] = 
[r:r,] = [k,:k], which is prime to ICI, the following lemma shows that 
r* also splits over C. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 4 (Gaschiitz’ Criterion for Prolinite Groups). Suppose A is a 
profinite group, C a finite normal subgroup of A, and A, a closed subgroup 
of A containing C. Suppose [A : A,] is finite and prime to I Cl. If C has a 
closed complement in A,, then it also has a closed complement in A. 
Proof Let /ii be a closed complement o C in A, (i.e., A, = C/i, and 
C n /ii = 1). The intersection N of all conjugates of A, is a closed normal 
subgroup of A of finite index. Applying Gaschiitz’ criterion (see, e.g., 
[Hu, Kap. I, 17.41) to the finite group A/N, we see that the image of C has 
a complement in this group. The inverse image in A of this complement 
yields the desired complement of C. 1 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Example 1. H = 2, (n > 5), the unique non-split extension of A,, of 
degree d= 2. Assume first that n is odd. The regular extensions K/Q(x) 
with group G = A, used by Mestre [Me] have all their branch cycles of 
order 3, hence prime to d = 2. Furthermore, K is defined as the splitting 
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field over Q(x) of a certain polynomial F( Y) = P( Y) - xQ( Y) E Q(x)[ Y] of 
degree n, where P(Y) has n distinct rational roots. Hence all places of K 
lying over the place x = 0 are Q-rational. (This follows, e.g., from the fiber 
product construction for the Galois closure of a cover in [FrVo2, Sect. 33). 
Thus by the corollary, K can be embedded in a regular Galois extension L 
of Q(x) with group A”,. This settles the case of odd n. The case of even n 
follows by the simple argument in [Me, Sect. 71. (Namely, 2,-i is the 
Galois group of L over the (purely transcendental) field Q(v), where y is 
a root of F.) 
Remark 3. Note that this proof of Mestre’s result does not require the 
theory of Serre’s obstruction [Se]; in particular it avoids the actual com- 
putation of this obstruction in the given specific case, which either requires 
a lengthy calculation (due to Oesterle) or another general theorem of Serre 
(unpublished). 
Remark 4. As shown in [Fr2], the extensions K/L considered in 
Example 1 are unramitied, i.e., the parameter c occurring in the proof of the 
theorem equals 1. For a general discussion of unramified abelian extensions 
see [FrVol ] (which partially motivated the present paper). 
The values 6 and 7 are the only values of n for which the group A, has 
a perfect central extension of degree >2. By different methods, Feit [Fe21 
showed that the triple covers of A, and A, are groups of regular Galois 
extensions of Q(x), and that the 6-fold covers of A, and A, are Galois 
groups over certain number fields. Very recently, Mestre seems to have 
realized these groups as groups of regular Galois extensions of Q(x); I do 
not know his method. 
EXAMPLE 2. The triple cover of A, occurs as Galois group of a regular 
extension of Q(t). Let H be the non-split extension of G = A, by a group 
C of order 3; so H/C g G. We will apply the main theorem with U = A,. 
Note that the inverse image of A, in H splits over C, since A, has no 
non-split triple cover. 
Now consider the function 
YyY+;, P(Y) 
h(Y)= Y+2 =- Q(Y)' 
Its derivative is 
h’(Y)= 
5Y4(Y+ l)(Y+$) 
(Y+2)* 
Let K (resp. K) be the splitting field over Q(x) (resp. over Q(x)) of the 
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(irreducible) polynomial F( Y) = P( Y) - xQ( Y) of degree 6, and let y E K be 
a root of F. The places of Q(x) ramified in Q(y) (equivalently, in R) are 
the h-images of the zeroes of h’, i.e., x = h( - l), x = h( -g) and x = 0, 
together with the place at infinity. One checks that these are 4 distinct 
places. Let (T,, 02, fr3, o4 E S, be the corresponding branch cycles; then cr, , 
c2 are 2-cycles, and (TV, cr4 are 5-cycles. Any transitive subgroup of S, 
containing such elements must equal S, (see, e.g., [Hu, Kap. II, 4.51); -- 
hence Gal( K/Q(x)) = S,. Then also Gal( K/Q(x)) = S,, and K is necessarily 
a regular extension of Q(x)(see, e.g., sequence (2.2) in [Frl]). 
Let M be the fixed field of A, in K. Then A4 is a degree 2 extension of 
Q(x), and the places of Q(x) ramified in M are the two Q-rational places 
x = h( - 1) and x = h( -s). Thus by the usual arguments (due to Hilbert), 
M = Q(t) is a rational function field. The extension K/Q(t) is regular with 
group A,, and all ramification indices are 1 or 5, and hence prime to d= 3. 
Let K, and K, be the fixed field in K of A, and Ss, respectively. Then 
K, = Q(y,) for some root y, of F, and hence K, has lots of Q-rational 
places; the places p0 of K, lying over them satisfy [Q(p,,) :Q] 6 2, prime to 
d= 3. Now the theorem applies, proving the claim. 
EXAMPLE 3. The triple cover of A, occurs as Galois group of a regular 
extension of Q(t). Let H be the non-split extension of G = A, by a group 
C of order 3; so H/C2 G. We will apply the main theorem with U the 
normalizer of a subgroup of order 5 in G. Then U is of order 20, prime to 
3 = ICI; hence the inverse image of U in H splits over C. 
Let ci, c2, c3 be the conjugacy classes of the symmetric group S, 
consisting of the 2-cycles, the products of a 5-cycle and a (disjoint) 2-cycle, 
and the 7-cycles, respectively. These are rational conjugacy classes, and it 
is easy to check that the triple (c,, c2, c~) is rigid [Th]. Hence there is a 
regular Galois extension K/Q(x) with group S, such that the places of 
Q(x) ramified in K are the places x = 0, 1, and co, with corresponding 
branch cycles in c,, c2, c3, respectively. (It would also be easy to write 
down explicit equations for K as in Example 2 above.) Let M be the fixed 
field of A, in K. Then the places of Q(x) ramified in M are the places x = 0 
and x = 1. As above, it follows that M = Q(t) is a rational function field. 
The places of A4 ramified in the extension K/M are the place t, of M lying 
over x = 1, together with the two places t,, t, lying over x = co; the corre- 
sponding ramification indices are 5, 7, and 7, respectively, which are prime 
to d= 3. Clearly, t, is Q-rational. Let (0) be the inertial group in A, of 
a place of K lying over t, (hence CJ is a 5-cycle), let U be the normalizer 
of (a} in G = Gal(K/Q(t)) = A,, and let K, be the fixed field of U in K. 
The lengths of the orbits of 0 in the permutation representation of G on the 
cosets of U are exactly the ramification indices of the places of K, lying 
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over t,. Now cr has a unique orbit of length 1 in this permutation repre- 
sentation (since if g E G satislis 0 ~gUg-’ then CJ ~g < 0 > g-l; hence g 
normalizes (a) and so g E U). Hence there is a unique place t, of K, with 
ramification index 1 lying over t, ; with t, t, must also be Q-rational. So K, 
has a Q-rational place. Now the theorem applies, proving the claim. 
EXAMPLE 4. The full universal central extension H of A, (of degree 6) 
occurs as Galois group of a regular extension of k(x), for a quadratic number 
field k. We have H/C= A, with C cyclic of order 6. We will apply the 
main theorem with U the normalizer of a subgroup of G = A, of order 7. 
Then ) UI = 21; hence the inverse image of U in H splits because elements 
of G of order 3 can be lifted to elements of order 3 in H (see [Atlas]). 
We use the regular extension K/Q(t) with group A, from Example 3. The 
two places t,, t, (ramified of order 7) are rational over some quadratic 
number field k. Now take (T as generator of the inertial group of a place of 
K lying over t,, and set U = N,( (0)). As above, we get that the fixed field 
K, of U has a unique place t; with ramification index 1 that lies over t,. 
With t, t; is also rational over k, and the claim follows from the main 
theorem. 
EXAMPLE 5. The full universal central extension H of A, (of degree 6) 
occurs as Galois group of a regular extension of k(x), for a number field k 
with [k:Q] = 4. Now H/C z A, with C cyclic of order 6. We use the 
regular extension K/Q(t) with group G = A, from Example 2. If t, is a 
place of Q(t) lying over x = 0 then t, is rational over a quadratic number 
field k,, and the inertial group U of a place of K that lies over t, has 
order 5. Let K, be the fixed field in K of the normalizer NJ U). It follows 
as above that there is exactly one place p, of K1 that lies over t, and has 
ramification index 1. Hence p1 is rational over k, Since [No(U): U] = 2, 
the places of the fixed field KO of U that lie over p, are rational over a 
quadratic extension k of k,. Now the main theorem applies. 
EXAMPLE 6. Zf p> 3 is a prime+ f 1 (mod 12) then X,(p) occurs as 
Galois group of a regular extension of k(x), for a quadratic number field k. 
We have either p E 1 (mod 3) and p z - 1 (mod 4), or p = - 1 (mod 3) and 
p z 1 (mod 4). Thus if 0 is an element of G = PSL,(p) of order 3, then 
the centralizer U = C,(o) is cyclic of odd order (p - 1)/2 or (p + 1)/2, 
respectively. Thus the inverse image of U in H= X,(p) splits over 
C=(-1). 
By [Ma, p. 1801 there is a regular Galois extension K/Q(x) with group 
G and with three ramified places x, , x2, xg of Q(x) having corresponding 
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inertial group generators gl, fsz, g3 E G of order 3, p, and p, respectively 
(with a2 and a3 non-conjugate). Then X, is necessarily Q-rational. For 
U= C,(a,) we have [NJU): U] = 2. Hence it follows as above that the 
fixed field KO of U has a place that lies over x1 and is rational over a 
quadratic number field k. Now again the main theorem applies. 
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